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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Introduction
The William King Museum of Art (WKMA) sits on approximately 22 acres of land
north of Main St. in Abingdon, Virginia. The William King Museum of Art is a premier
visual arts facility in the region, offering outstanding fine world art, contemporary
regional art, and cultural heritage exhibits that change frequently.
Founded in 1992 and housed in a historic 1913 former school, the William King
Museum of Art has been an integral part of the cultural fabric of Southwest Virginia
and beyond for over 20 years as well as a cherished destination for residents
and visitors. WKMA is a non-profit art museum, education center, and community
outreach facility as well as and Virginia’s only nationally accredited museum west of
Roanoke.
The William King Museum of Art is dedicated to utilizing innovative programming to
engage, educate, and enrich the quality of life of local residents of all ages through
the arts. Educational opportunities include artist talks, lectures, workshops, classes
for adults, college students, children, and families; guided and group tours, opening
receptions, and other special events.
In addition to three primary galleries which offer rotating exhibits of world fine art,
material culture from the region, and contemporary regional art, three additional
galleries include the Betsy K. White Cultural Heritage Permanent Gallery, which
displays items from the Museum’s permanent collection, the Panoramic Gallery that
features self-curated shows by local artists, and the Student Gallery which hosts
exhibits of work from area school and colleges. The Museum also features artist
studios, a reference library, research archives, and an outdoor sculpture garden. 1

1

https://www.williamkingmuseum.org/about/about-the-museum/
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Project Description
The outdoor grounds that surround the main facility are underutilized but have
great potential to become a multi-faceted public park, which will be essential as
WKMA expands their programmed activities. A campus master plan would identify
appropriate uses that would transform the WKMA campus into an outdoor destination
for WKMA patrons and visitors to the Abingdon area.
This community-driven space would encourage collaboration between many different
groups in the region. Artists, performers, educators, naturalists, athletes, families,
and businesses could all benefit from the renovated grounds. The proposed features
would facilitate healthy living and exercise, sustainability, community engagement,
creative thinking, and play. Improved grounds would provide space for athletic,
educational, and public events that could bring in participants from outside the
community thus boosting the local economy and tourism in this region. The grounds
would also provide a beautiful space for local schools and organizations that would
benefit the town and the Museum. Ultimately, renovating the grounds of the Museum
would create a space in which art and nature could be in conversation with the
broader community.2
8

Initial design ideas included3:
• Walking and running paths
• Natural amphitheater for performances and community events
• Inclusive playscape for children
• Sensory garden using native plants
• Environmental education and learning landscapes
• Formal sculpture garden
• Picnic areas
• Increased ADA accessibility
• Pedestrian connections to surrounding community facilities such as nearby
baseball fields and community urban pathway systems
The Community Design Assistance Center team worked with a stakeholders
committee from WKMA to develop the conceptual master plan.

2
3

Derived from the WKMA application to CDAC
Compiled from WKMA application to CDAC and a meeting with WKMA staff on 12-18-18.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Project Location
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The maps above and the aerials on the following pages show the location of
Washington County within Virginia and the location of the William King Museum of Art
within Abingdon, Virginia.
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The WKMA property is bordered by residential, commercial, and recreational properties. The
site can be accessed from the south via Main St. or the north via Russell Road.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Design Process
The design process began with a stakeholder input session on April 30, 2019 at the
WKMA library. During that visit the CDAC team facilitated a discussion with WKMA
employees and volunteers to discuss the broad vision of the campus. CDAC visited
several key components of the site including the historic fountain at the entrance to
the campus, the sculpture garden and front lawn, and the surrounding parking areas.
A site visit, photographs, and input from the stakeholders created a comprehensive
foundation that the CDAC team used to develop two preliminary conceptual site
master plans.
The team returned to the WKMA on June 12, 2019 to present two preliminary design
concepts for the campus master plan. Following the presentation, museum staff and
volunteers provided feedback about what they liked about the designs and what they
thought could be improved or might be missing.
The CDAC team revised the two preliminary design concepts into one final design
concept with supporting drawings, which were presented to the WKMA stakeholders
on July 17,2019.
12

Meeting notes from the input sessions and presentations can be found in the
Appendix.

WKMA stakeholders discuss the long-term vision for the campus with the CDAC team during
the stakeholder input session on April 30, 2019.
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PART 1:
FINAL DESIGN CONCEPT
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FINAL DESIGN CONCEPT
Campus Master Plan
Design Description
The proposed campus plan for the WKMA proposes a variety of uses to better
utilize the entire property. Particular emphasis was placed on enhancing recreational
opportunities, increasing the quantity and functionality of outdoor spaces for gathering
and special events, and diversifying outdoor programming with new environmental
education and sculpture display areas. The design incorporates ADA accessibility to
prominent destinations where practical.
Additionally, the design is sensitive to key viewsheds, both of the surrounding
landscape/mountains and of the WKMA building when entering the property. By
incorporating paths, flower plantings, and an amphitheater into the front lawn, the
monotony and intimidation of the steep front lawn is transformed into an inviting
recreation experience that draws people off of Main St. and onto the Museum’s
campus. This is accomplished while still maintaining the view of the surrounding
mountains

14

Main components of the campus master plan include:
• WKMA patio spaces, which flank the northern and southern entrances to the
building;
• Parking areas and vehicular circulation routes, which have been reconfigured
to improve driver visibility and wayfinding, as well as bus access to the
museum;
• A system of museum trails, including a forest loop and accessible paved loop;
• An amphitheater and lawn event space;
• Meadow and pollinator plantings;
• Entrance plaza on Academy Dr. off of Main St.
WKMA Building Patios:
A hard-surface patio extends off of both the north and south entrances to the WKMA
building. The front (south) patio includes an upper level that acts as the museum’s
front porch, providing scenic views toward Mt. Rogers. A second lower level includes
outdoor seating with a continuous ADA access ramp that provides accessibility to all
levels of the front patio.
The back (north) patio to the building is level with the back door to William King, as
well as the back door to the second story of the Center for Studio Art and Education
(CSAE) building. This patio is a simple brick design with stair access down to the
northern CSAE parking lot. ADA access is also provided to this feature by way of a
ramp off of the WKMA side parking lot to the east of the building.
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Parking and Circulation:
The general structure of the WKMA road system is maintained, however some
changes are proposed in the areas behind the museum building and along Academy
Dr. extending around it. The parking areas have been expanded to accommodate
additional cars and bus parking with designated parking spaces. Traditional curbing
and striping are used to define parking lots in order to guide drivers and increase the
efficiency of the lots.
The roads behind the museum building have been altered to achieve nearly 90
degree intersections that improve driver visibility. The triangular traffic island directly
behind the CSAE has been realigned to allow for a traditional T-shaped intersection
in its place. An island remains that contains existing mature trees and utility lines.
This space can become an extension of the lawn behind CSAE. The roadways in this
northern portion of the site are two-way roads, whereas the remainder of Academy Dr.
and the additional spur loop are one-way. The portion of the spur loop directly in front
of the museum is a drop-off area (G). A slightly raised and differentiated pavement
surface at the drop-off area indicates to drivers that this is a pedestrian-priority and
low-speed zone. There is space along either side of this drop-off area for passenger
loading and unloading.
The site of the former Patch Whisky building is converted into a small parking area
(A2) in order to boost the campus’s parking capacity. The green space dividing this lot
from Academy Dr. includes some space for interactive sculpture displays and could
become a sculpture play area. The lower parking area to the west of the buildings (A3)
is proposed to be expanded into a larger lot.
The parking lots around the buildings are largely maintained, with the CSAE lot (A6)
expanded to include a few more parking spaces. The WKMA side lot to the east of
the building (A4) is retrofitted to include spaces. The landscape around both of these
lots creates formal edges that minimizes excess hardscape and improves wayfinding.
These small expansions of the landscape allow for more planting and pedestrian
space around the buildings. Parking is also maintained directly south of the CSAE
(A5).
The angled parking spaces along the spur loop (A1) are proposed to be converted
into bus parking. This location would allow for buses to drop off passengers directly in
front of the building, continue a bit further to park, and then drive around the loop for
pick-up in front of WKMA.
Additionally, informal parking is included as parallel pull-off spaces (A7 and A8)
alongside the Academy Dr. loop, where topography allows.
Altogether, these parking areas can accommodate around 100 cars (with 7 total
ADA spaces) and 3 buses. When buses are not expected, the bus parking area can
accommodate an additional 9 -10 cars.
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FINAL DESIGN CONCEPT
Forest Trail and Observation Deck:
A continuous natural-surface trail encircles the entire WKMA property, traversing
primarily through the wooded areas of the site. This loop, totaling approximately
0.6 miles, includes places for sculpture display and exercise. Some portions of the
property have challenging topography yet can still be utilized by the forest trail. The
trail offers visitors a place to take a leisurely walk through nature or a place to go
on a run out of the way of vehicular traffic. All of the peripheral parking lots on site
include access points to the forest loop.
The forest trail runs adjacent to a wooden observation deck near the lower parking
lot in the northwest portion of the site. This deck extends out over a steep bank into
a densely forested area and wraps around the larger trees present at this edge to
create an immersed, treehouse affect. The deck contains a seating area which could
also function as an outdoor classroom.
Other Trails:
The campus master plan proposes an accessible paved trail encircling the WKMA
and CSAE buildings. This sidewalk forms a loop around the buildings and includes
attractive garden spaces and sculpture displays. The trail widens in areas where
there is a noteworthy view, such as down the front lawn and over the surrounding
mountains, or over the event space and meadow.
16

In order to improve the walk up the hill from the Main St. entrance, a winding,
paved trail is proposed on the front lawn. The path creates a more leisurely and
less strenuous walk up the hill that travels through the unique white cedar grove.
Places for art displays and seating are located along the path’s curve through this
grove of trees. This winding trail connects to the amphitheater, the forest trail, and a
mowed meadow path. The meadow path connects the main front lawn path to the
eastern portion of the forest trail and offers space for sculpture displayed within the
wildflowers. While many of the front lawn trails are not ADA accessible, ADA access
is provided to certain amenities across the front lawn including the amphitheater and
the lawn event space.
Amphitheater:
An amphitheater is located along the axis that extends from the Museum’s south
entrance to the property entrance off of Main St. This feature includes seating areas,
as well as a leveled lawn “stage,” that could also serve as an outdoor event space
location. An ADA ramp is intertwined through the amphitheater’s terraced seating to
increase accessibility.
Lawn Event Space:
On the upper portion of the front lawn, east of WKMA, a lawn event space is
proposed where a gentle slope currently exists. A short retaining wall further reduces
the slope and creates a more level, comfortable space for seating, tents, and other
outdoor furniture related to temporary events. The space is roughly 70 x 110 feet in
size, which can allow for the typical 20 x 40 foot tent size with room for seating and
additional roaming space. The space could also accommodate a 30 x 60 foot tent.
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FINAL DESIGN CONCEPT
The proposed meadow plantings on the eastern portion of the front lawn slope form
the backdrop and the edge to the event space.
Meadow and Pollinator Plantings:
Expansion of forested areas, as well as meadow and pollinator plantings, create
different experiences along pedestrian paths, a variety of “stages” to display outdoor
art, ecological variety within the campus, wildlife habitat, and opportunities for
environmental education.
Entrance Plaza:
At the base of the front lawn, where Academy Dr. forks into one-way roads from
Main St., an entrance plaza is proposed to incorporate the historic fountain feature.
The plaza creates a supplemental gathering area at the base of the hill, where
pedestrians and cyclists from the Urban Pathway Trail enter the site. The information
provided here gives a “taster” to the diversity of site features in order to encourage
visitors to explore what the campus has to offer. This paved area serves as an
information area providing an overview to both the museum exhibits and the campus
attractions. A kiosk is located here that shows a map of the site, the trail system, and
the location of outdoor sculptures. The plaza also includes seating, bike racks, and
a sculpture display. Shrub plantings form a boundary to the plaza, creating a buffer
between pedestrians and vehicles while highlighting the historic fountain.
An illustrative campus master plan, campus master plan with labels, circulation
diagram, and trail system diagram are found on the following pages.
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FINAL DESIGN CONCEPT
WKMA Front (South) Patio
Design Description
A three-terrace system of concrete and brick patios make up the museum’s new
front (south) entrance. Each terrace is bound by a low retaining wall topped with
contemporary handrails. The path of the existing stairway entrance has been adapted
to the progression of the terraced patios.
An ADA accessible ramp that services the different patio levels wraps around
the slope ensures accessibility to each space within the new entryway. This ADA
accessible ramp does not provide access directly to the building since the front
(south) building entrance opens to a split-level staircase. ADA access to the WKMA
interior is achieved by an additional ramp located on the east side of the building that
leads to back (north) entrance. There is an elevator located inside the north entrance
which services all floors of the building.
Areas for sculptures, murals, and seating are placed throughout the entryway that
create opportunities for small outdoor events.
The layout of the patio levels and the paths within them funnel users from inside the
museum out into the landscape. Extending and diversifying the museum entryway
designates the area as a vista point, capturing the expansive view of the surrounding
mountains, town, and campus in one location.
The vibrant colors present in the murals, sculptures, and seating create a lively,
inviting atmosphere that softens the stoic nature of the structure’s facade. The
terraced patio in combination with plantings around the entryway smooth out the
transition between building and landscape and connecting with the various paths
traversing the site.
A focus area plan, perspective, and precedent images are found on the following
pages.
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A

Patio Tier 1

B

Patio Tier 2

Pioneer Courthouse Square - Portland, Oregon
This multi-purpose plaza in the heart of Portland is entirely ADA accessible via ramps
that cut across the slope creating an interesting path of movement throughout the
space.

C

Patio Tier3

D

Main Stairway

E

ADA Ramp

F

Sculpture Platform

G

Drop Off Area + Pedestrian Crossing

H

Lawn Event Space
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F1: WKMA Front (South) Patio Detail Plan
Expanding the programmable footprint of the museum out into the landscape allows for larger and more varied events that move from space to space, indoor and out.

Southwest Virginia Cultural Center - Abingdon, Virginia
SVCC’s outdoor deck hosts great views of the surrounding ridge lines and is well lit for
evening events.
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WKMA Front (South) Patio: Perspective, Detail Plan, Precedent Images
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Perspective 1
The Museum’s new entrance is a terraced patio that utilizes the natural topography in front of the building to create a variety of spaces for visitors and special events. The
ADA accessible spaces create opportunities to display both temporary and permanent art installations and to host events big and small year round.
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Brooklyn Museum - New York City, New York
The grand entrance to the Brooklyn Museum creates a range of spaces for visitors to
utilize during a range of occasions. The tiered landings create additional spaces that
allow the building’s front to hold multiple activities simultaneously or spread out the
different facets of a single event.
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Perspective 1
The museum’s new entrance is a terraced patio that utilizes the natural topography in front of the building to create a variety of spaces for visitors to inhabit. Each terrace is ADA accessible and creates opportunities for
permanent and temporary art installations. The varied spaces create a place for the museum to hold events big and small year round as the activity from within the building is drawn out into the landscape. During events
each space can hold a separate use or activity while maintaining a cohesive atmosphere for each individual in attendance.
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WKMA Front (South) Patio: Enlarged Perspective
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Amphitheater, Lawn Event Space, and Meadow
Design Description
The amphitheater design includes three terraces of seating overlooking a leveled
lawn stage with an expansive view of the surrounding mountains. The seating is a
raised-bench style, at a height of around 1.5’ tall at the lowest point. As the bench
extends outward from the center of the amphitheater, it meets the slope of the
hillside, so the ends of each bench sit higher than the central 1.5’. A space of about
8’ between each bench allow for additional seating to be set up between the rows, as
well as wheelchair seating.
A continuous and gently-sloped ADA ramp zig-zags between the rows of seating to
provide access to all levels of the amphitheater. This ramp also provides a stable
surface for wheelchair seating.
The lawn forming the stage of the amphitheater is made level by a curved retaining
wall. Drifts of flower plantings follow this curved edge down the hillside, creating
a colorful backdrop to the stage and burst of color in the view up the hill from the
entrance plaza.
Small to medium-height trees planted on either side of the amphitheater create an
edge to the amphitheater area and provide some shade over the sloped lawn behind.
The edges of the meadows also line this boundary. This more defined edge frames
the WKMA entrance without obstructing views to or from the building. Trucks can
access the lawn to set up for performances and events by way of a widened sidewalk
extending from the stage west to Academy Dr.
The amphitheater is located 100’ down the hill from the drop-off area. At this
distance it can be easily accessed from the building and the drop-off area, but does
not interfere with the view from the Museum, down the hill and over Mt. Rogers.
This is graphically represented in the section drawing that follows. The existing
gradient is preserved between the amphitheater and drop-off area, which allows for
additional informal seating with views towards the stage. The amphitheater area
therefore accommodates picnicking, concerts and events, sculpture displays, outdoor
education, and recreation.
The main lawn event space is located east of WKMA, along the most level portion
of the hillside. The space is made more level by a short retaining wall on the eastern
side. At a height of 4-5’, the retaining wall is not too obtrusive to the view up or down
the hill and maintains a slight slope to the lawn to prevent water from puddling in the
space. The lawn event space is accessed by stairs from the upper museum trail and
by an ADA ramp adjacent to the drop-off area in front of WKMA. A paved portion of
a front lawn trail forms an edge to the lawn and widens to create a permeable-paver
patio at the center of the event space. This feature could act as a stage for events
such as weddings, with the meadow forming a soft and colorful backdrop.
The design proposes extending the forest’s edge up the front lawn to form a boundary
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FINAL DESIGN CONCEPT
to the event space to the north. This area of the front lawn is highly sloped, difficult to
maintain, and difficult to walk. A tree planting will stabilize the hillside and discourage
pedestrian travel in this area of the site. Any large stones that would be dislodged
from the hill as part of the construction process could also be included along the
edges of the event space to create rock garden and informal seating features.
A focus area plan, perspective, precedent images, and section drawing are found on
the following pages.
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C
Conrad Prebys Amphitheater - Bloomington, Indiana
This design represents the general amphitheater structure that this design is based
off of: A series of arcs around a more rounded stage area. This design also includes
concrete seating areas alternated with grassed pathways.

D
E
2

F
G

F2: Amphitheater Detail Plan
The amphitheater consists of raised benches, with grassy areas between, overlooking a leveled grass-surface stage. A series of connected ramps at the center of these
benches forms a handicap-accessible pathway to all levels of the outdoor amphitheater. This area is surrounded by tree and meadow plantings, flower plantings, and lawn.
Akron Children’s Hospital - Akron, Ohio
This illustration shows raised benches for seating, with an ADA accessible path zigzagging between. This system of providing access between the rows of seating is
utilized in the William King amphitheater design.

Perspective 2
The paved trails across the front lawn converge at the amphitheater, which also accommodates truck access for special events. A sloped lawn behind the amphitheater
provides additional, informal seating as well as picnic and sculpture display space.

Camden Harbor Park - Camden, Maine
The amphitheater within this park uses soft terracing, natural stone, and vegetation
to create a more natural-looking design that blends with the surrounding nature. The
William King amphitheater design also uses stone veneer and some vegetation to
achieve a similar effect.
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Sculpture Garden
Path

SL: Section Line
This section travels the axis from the entrance to William King to the entry plaza at the base of the hill near Main St., and faces east. The
sculpture garden paths, as well as the amphitheater and the flower garden areas, break up the monotonous hillside and create an interesting
and engaging walk up or down the slope. The paths wind through the grove of white cedar trees, sculpture displays, and garden areas,
creating a varied experience as one traverses the hillside.

SL: Section Line with View Line
Events may be held on the stage of the amphitheater, such as concerts, artist talks, or community gatherings. A temporary tent or stage may
be erected for such events. This, however, would not disrupt the view from William King’s front landing to the mountains in the distance. The
tent in this scenario is nearly 15’ tall. However, a 10’ tent is the typical size that the William King Museum staff has used in the past. The
dashed view line in this illustration demonstrates how visitors standing at the museum’s entrance can still see out and over the highest point of
the tent.
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F3: Lawn Event Space Detail Plan
The event lawn is located just east of the museum’s main entrance. An ADA access ramp, extending off of the upper museum trail, provides access to all.

Gilsland Farm, Audubon Center - Portland, Maine
The paths through the meadow of the WKMA campus resemble this landscape: a
mown path surrounded by grasses and wildflowers, with opportunities for wildlife
viewing integrated within.
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Eastern Battlefield Park - Franklin, Tennessee
This rentable space in a Franklin park uses a short rock wall to create a defined
boundary to the space. The event space proposed for WKMA includes a short rock
wall to define the southern edge of the space, and create a platform for views into the
adjacent meadow.
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Perspective 3
Just east of William King’s main entrance is the lawn event space, a leveled area of lawn overlooking the meadow, as well as the trails and sculpture within it.
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Regent’s College - New York City, New York
This event space has a wooded edge, allowing for views into the lawn from under tree
cover, and creating a sense of enclosure.
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Perspective 3
The lawn event space is flanked by a proposed tree planting to the east. When mature, these trees will create a shaded boundary to the space and allow it to feel more intimate and enclosed. A 4 to 5-foot rock retaining
wall allows the space to be relatively level, creating an event space and outlook point. Event tents may be set up to direct views from this overlook, which includes views of the wildflower meadow and adjacent forest.
Visitors can access the lawn event space by a stairway and ADA access ramp off of the upper museum trail or by the sculpture garden trails that extend across the front lawn.
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Plant Palette
Design Description
Shrubs:
Shrubs are primarily located around the buildings and patios, along the southern
portions of the upper museum trail, along the amphitheater, and around the entrance
plaza. The shrubs were selected for their seasonal interest as native plants. The
selected variety provides a changing flower display from May through September, as
well as diversity in foliage color. One of the selected shrubs is evergreen and provides
color to the landscape year-round.
Tree Plantings:
Much of the tree cover shown in the proposed master plan is existing tree cover.
As the existing mature trees age out, it is important to consider a tree replacement
strategy. Planting new trees now will help ensure that there is not significant and
undesirable canopy loss in the future. New tree plantings are proposed around the
Patch Whisky parking lot, lower parking lot, and the amphitheater. The campus
master plan also proposes that the forest edge be extended into the front lawn along
the eastern, western, and northern portions near Academy Dr. In these areas, large
mature trees already exist, some in good health and others in decline. Inter-planting
these trees with young natives will sustain forest cover in the years to come.
The trees selected for planting around the amphitheater area are selected for their
ornamental qualities and small stature. Maintaining the view outward from the
museum’s front entrance is a priority in the design. The trees proposed frame this
vista and therefore must not interfere with the view at their mature height.
Pollinator and Meadow Plantings:
Pollinator plants are interspersed with shrubs in many of the designated planting
areas. They are also included in the meadow areas. These selections assist in
boosting ecological variety and value of the campus and, when located along walking
paths, provide opportunities for wildlife observation. The selected plants are native
and many self-seed and spread easily. While they require initial planting, they will
soon establish and require minimal maintenance. Keeping a mowed edge will help
contain the meadow plantings once they are established and provide a crisp edge
condition.
CDAC strongly encourages the WKMA leadership to work with the Town of Abingdon
arborist and representatives from the Virginia Department of Forestry. These offices
are an excellent resource for species selection, placement on the site, and tree
protection protocols during construction activities.
Town of Abingdon Arborist: Kevin Sigmon; 276-628-3167
VA Department of Forestry: Lara Johnson; 434-977-6555
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Ninebark, Physocarpus opulifolius
Easily grown in average, dry to medium moisture, well-drained
soil in full sun to part shade.

Meadowsweet, Spiraea alba
Grow in average, medium to wet, well-drained soil in full sun to
part shade. Prefers full sun. Needs constant moisture, and soil
must not be allowed to dry out.

Height: 6 - 10 feet
Spread: 6 - 10 feet
Bloom Time: May to June
Sun: Full sun to part shade
Water: Medium
Maintenance: Low
Suggested Use: Hedge

Height: 6 - 8 feet
Spread: 6 - 8 feet
Bloom Time: May to July
Sun: Full sun to part shade
Water: Medium
Maintenance: Low
Suggested Use: Hedge, Native Planting

Height: 4 - 6 feet
Spread: 4 - 6 feet
Bloom Time: May to June
Sun: Full sun to part shade
Water: Dry to medium
Maintenance: Medium
Suggested Use: Hedge

Height: 3 - 4 feet
Spread: 3 - 4 feet
Bloom Time: June to August
Sun: Full sun to part shade
Water: Medium to wet
Maintenance: Low
Suggested Use: Hedge

Bush Cinquefoil, Potentilla fruticosa
Easily grown in average, medium moisture, well-drained soils in
full sun. Prefers evenly moist soils. Best flowering occurs in full
sun, but plants tolerate part shade.

Inkberry Holly, Ilex glabra
Easily grown in average, medium to wet soils in full sun to part
shade. Adaptable to both light and heavy soils. Tolerates wet
soils.

Glossy Abelia, Abelia x grandiﬂora
Easily grown in average, medium, well-drained soil in full sun to
part shade. Best flowering in full sun. Prefers moist, organically
rich soils which drain well.

St. Johnswort, Hypericum kalmianum
Easily grown in average, medium moisture, well-drained soils
in full sun to part shade. Prefers moist, rich, sandy loams.
Tolerates poor soils. Established plants tolerate some drought.

Height: 2 - 4 feet
Spread: 3 - 5 feet
Bloom Time: June to September
Sun: Full sun to part shade
Water: Medium
Maintenance: Low
Suggested Use: Pollinator Garden

Height: 5 - 8 feet
Spread: 5 - 8 feet
Bloom Time: May to June
Sun: Full sun to part shade
Water: Medium to wet
Maintenance: Low
Suggested Use: Hedge, Native Planting, Rain Garden

Height: 3 - 6 feet
Spread: 3 - 6 feet
Bloom Time: May to September
Sun: Full sun to part shade
Water: Medium
Maintenance: Low
Suggested Use: Hedge

Height: 2 - 3 feet
Spread: 2 - 3 feet
Bloom Time: July to August
Sun: Full sun to part shade
Water: Medium
Maintenance: Low
Suggested Use: Hedge
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Oakleaf Hydrangea, Hydrangea quercifolia
Easily grown in organically rich, medium moisture, welldrained soils in full sun to part shade. Thrives in moist
soils, and appreciates a summer mulch which helps
retain soil moisture.
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Arrowwood Viburnum, Viburnum dentatum
Easily grown in average, medium moisture, well-drained soils in
full sun to part shade. Prefers moist loams, but tolerates a wide
range of soils. Established plants have some drought tolerance.
Prune as needed immediately after flowering.
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Height: 15 - 25 feet
Spread: 15 - 25 feet
Bloom Time: April
Sun: Full sun to part shade
Water: Medium
Maintenance: Low
Suggested Use: Flowering Tree

American Hazelnut, Corylus americana

American Hornbeam, Carpinus Caroliniana

Height: 50 - 80 feet
Spread: 30 - 50 feet
Bloom Time: June
Sun: Full sun to part shade
Water: Medium
Maintenance: Low
Suggested Use: Shade Tree, Flowering Tree

Height: 10 to 16 feet
Spread: 8 to 13 feet
Bloom Time: March to April
Sun: Full sun to part shade
Water: Medium
Maintenance: Low
Suggested Use: Hedge

Height: 20 to 35 feet
Spread: 20 to 35 feet
Bloom Time: February
Sun: full sun to part shade
Water: medium
Maintenance: low
Suggested Use: Street Tree, Native Planting

American Elm, Ulmus americana ‘Jeﬀerson’
Grow in average, medium moisture, well-drained soils in full
sun. Tolerant of light shade. Prefers rich, moist loams. Adapts to
both wet and dry sites. Generally tolerant of urban conditions.

Red Maple, Acer rubrum
Easily grown in average, medium to wet, well-drained soil in full
sun to part shade. Tolerant of a wide range of soils, but prefers
moist, slightly acid conditions. Very cold hardy. New leaves,
twigs, fruit, and fall color are all variations of red.

Flowering Dogwood, Cornus ﬂorida
Easily grown in average, medium moisture, well-drained soils
in full sun to part shade. Prefers moist, organically rich, acidic
soils in part shade. Benefits from a 2-4” mulch which will help
keep roots cool and moist in summer.

Height: 40 - 50 feet
Spread: 40 - 50 feet
Bloom Time: March to April
Sun: Full sun
Water: Medium
Maintenance: Low
Suggested Use: Shade Tree

Height: 40 - 70 feet
Spread: 30 - 50 feet
Bloom Time: March to April
Sun: Full sun to part shade
Water: Medium to wet
Maintenance: Low
Suggested Use: Shade Tree

Height: 15 - 30 feet
Spread: 15 - 30 feet
Bloom Time: April to May
Sun: Full sun to part shade
Water: Medium
Maintenance: Medium
Suggested Use: Flowering Tree

Eastern Redbud, Cercis canadensis
Easily grown in average, medium moisture, well-drained soils
in full sun to part shade. Part shade is best in hot summer
climates. Performs best in moderately fertile soils with regular
and consistent moisture. Avoid wet or poorly drained soils.
Multi-stemmed understory tree with rose-purple flowers.
Height: 20 - 30 feet
Spread: 25 - 35 feet
Bloom Time: April
Sun: Full sun to part shade
Water: Medium
Maintenance: Low
Suggested Use: Flowering Tree

The nut is very similar to the commercially sold filbert
(hazelnut) and can be used in any general hazelnut recipe.
They are especially good for baking and granola.

A slow growing deciduous tree, The smooth, gray trunk and
larger branches of a mature tree exhibit a distinctive muscle-like
fluting. Attracts game birds, deer, foxes, and small mammals.
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American Linden, Tilia americana
Easily grown in average, medium moisture, well-drained
soils in full sun to part shade. Tolerates some drought.
Prefers moist, fertile, well-drained loams.
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Serviceberry, Amelanchier x grandiﬂora
Easily grown in average, medium moisture, well-drained soil
in full sun to part shade. Tolerant of a somewhat wide range of
soils, but prefers moist, well-drained loams.
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Bee Balm, Monarda didyma
Prefers rich, humusy soils in full sun, although some afternoon
shade is appreciated in hot summer climates. Does best in
well-draining conditions, but can tolerate heavier clay.
Height: 2 to 4 feet
Spread: 2 to 3 feet
Bloom Time: July to August
Bloom Description: Red
Sun: Full sun to part shade
Water: Medium to wet
Maintenance: Medium
Suggested Use: Herb, Native Planting, Rain Garden

Butterﬂy Weed, Asclepias tuberosa
Easily grown in average, dry to medium, well-drained soils in
full sun. New growth tends to emerge late in the spring. Plants
are easily grown from seed, but are somewhat slow to establish
and may take 2-3 years to produce flowers.

Cone Flower (Enchinacea), Echinacea purpurea
Easily grown in average, dry to medium, well-drained soil in full
sun to part shade. Best in full sun. An adaptable plant that is
tolerant of drought, heat, humidity and poor soil. Divide clumps
when they become overcrowded (about every 4 years).

Height: 1 to 2 feet
Spread: 1 to 1 feet
Bloom Time: June to August
Bloom Description: Yellow/orange
Sun: Full sun
Water: Dry to medium
Maintenance: Low
Suggested Use: Native Planting, Rain Garden

Height: 2 to 5 feet
Spread: 1 to 2 feet
Bloom Time: June to August
Bloom Description: Purplish pink
Sun: Full sun to part shade
Water: Dry to medium
Maintenance: Low
Suggested Use: Native Planting

Milkweed, Asclepias syriaca
Easily grown in average, dry to medium, well-drained soils in
full sun. Drought tolerant. Does well in poor, dry soils. Easily
grown from seed, and will self-seed in the landscape if seed
pods are not removed prior to splitting open.
Height: 2 to 3 feet
Spread: 0.75 to 1 foot
Bloom Time: June to August
Bloom Description: Pink, mauve, white
Sun: Full sun
Water: Dry to medium
Maintenance: Low
Suggested Use: Native Planting

Lavender, Lavandula angustifolia
Easily grown in average, medium moisture, well-drained soils in
full sun to part shade. Best flowering in full sun. Prefers moist,
acidic, organically rich soils. Little pruning is required. Prune in
early spring if necessary. Shrub borders, woodland gardens.
Height: 2 to 3 feet
Spread: 2 to 4 feet
Bloom Time: June to August
Bloom Description: Purple
Sun: Full sun
Water: Dry to medium
Maintenance: Medium
Suggested Use: Herb

Yarrow, Achillea millefolium
Best grown in lean, dry to medium, well-drained sandy loams in
full sun. Plants do well in average garden soils and tolerate poor
soils as long as drainage is good. Plants also tolerate heat and
drought.
Height: 2 to 3 feet
Spread: 2 to 3 feet
Bloom Time: June to September
Bloom Description: White
Sun: Full sun
Water: Dry to medium
Maintenance: Medium
Suggested Use: Native Plantings
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Height: 2 to 3 feet
Spread: 1 to 2 feet
Bloom Time: June to September
Bloom Description: Yellow to orange-yellow rays
Sun: Full sun
Water: Medium
Maintenance: Low
Suggested Use: Annual, Native Planting

Big Blue Stem, Andropogon gerardii
Easily grown in average, dry to medium, well-drained soils in full
sun. Tolerant of a wide range of soils and growing conditions.
Freely self-seeds in optimum growing conditions. This grass
develops an extensive root system and, once established, has
excellent drought tolerance and is easy to maintain.
Height: 4 to 6 feet
Spread: 2 to 3 feet
Bloom Time: September to February
Bloom Description: Purplish-red
Sun: Full sun
Water: Dry to medium
Maintenance: Low
Suggested Use: Native Planting
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Black-Eyed Susans, Rudbeckia hirta
It is easily grown in average, medium moisture, well-drained
soils in full sun. Best in moist, organically rich soils. Tolerates
heat, drought and a wide range of soils except poorly-drained
wet ones.
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Abingdon, VA: William King Museum of Art
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INVENTORY
Summary
Existing Conditions and Location:
The CDAC team visited the William King Museum of Art campus multiple times
throughout the design process. During these visits the CDAC team documented the
surroundings and noteworthy features of the property. The WKMA site is located off
of Main St. in downtown Abingdon, Virginia. It can also be accessed from Russell Rd.
The Russell Rd. entrance, however, is used as a secondary entrance. The property
includes the WKMA building, the CSAE building, and the surrounding grounds,
totaling approximately 22 acres. Aside from the roadways and parking areas, lawn
and forest occupy much of the property. The WKMA site is surrounded by residential
developments to the west, recreation fields to the north and east, and commercial
businesses to the south.
Existing Buildings:
The WKMA is located in a historic building, the old high school, at the summit of
a hill, which can be easily seen when driving by on Main St. The building is three
stories tall. The current landscape immediately around the building consists of lawn
and an array of staircases, which hinder overall building accessibility. Museum staff
and visitors alike remark on the scenic view of Mt. Rogers that can be seen from the
Museum’s south entrance.
37

To the west of the WKMA building is the Center for Studio Art and Education (CSAE),
which is currently undergoing renovation. The building was formerly a Washington
County administration building and is now being retrofitted to include artist studios,
classrooms, and lab space for digital arts.
Roads:
Academy Dr. is the primary road that encircles the property, with entrances to the
north off of Russell Rd. and to the south off of Main St. This road allows for two-way
traffic at both of these entrance points, but narrows to a one-way lane as it circles
around the museum building. An additional one-way loop extends off of Academy
Dr. to provide access to building entrances. Due to dense vegetation and steep
topography throughout the site, visibility is limited at certain points along Academy
Dr. Buses and motor coaches also struggle to traverse this road without encountering
tree branches and tight turns. Circulation, particularly at the intersections to the north
of the building, is an overall challenge to current site use.
Parking is provided along the spur loop off of Academy Dr. in front of the south
entrance to the WKMA. Angled spaces are located in front of the Center for Studio
Art and Education. Additional informal parking spaces are provided further along
this loop, as well as to the immediate east of the museum building. An expanse of
pavement, located at the base of a hill to the west of the CSAE, provides a multi-use
area for overflow parking, outdoor events, and storage space. In order to improve site
legibility and accessibility to pedestrians and vehicles, these parking areas require
further definition and consolidation.
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Lawn and Sculpture Garden:
The area of the site encompassed by the Academy Dr. loop is largely an expanse
of lawn, dotted with clusters of trees. A single path is delineated across this portion
of the site, from the Main St. entrance, directly up the hill to the museum’s main
entrance. This path travels perpendicular to the slope and has an a uniformly-sized
pea gravel surface, making it difficult to climb and is intimidating to many visitors.
Maintenance of this path has largely been deferred and is a concern of museum staff.
Sculptures are displayed throughout this main lawn area. Many visitors are unaware
of these art pieces due to a lack of signage and trails accessing sculpture areas do
not exist. ADA accessibility is not provided across the lawn, which is hilly and difficult
to walk. One relatively level area of the hill is occasionally used for outdoor events.
Museum staff face challenges with setting up event equipment due to the slope and
lack of access paths for pedestrians or vehicles.
Forested Areas:
Mature forests fill the site from the outer edge of Academy Dr. to the property line.
These areas are scenic but largely unmanaged. The forested areas have potential
for museum trails, however, the topography is particularly steep within much of this
portion of the site. There is also a potential to use the forest for outdoor education and
nature walks.
Unique Features:
In addition to mature forest, the site contains many unique and historic tree
specimens. A grove of mature white cedar trees is on the south eastern half of the
front lawn. Nearly all of these trees have reached a size and age that is considered
unusual for this species and most are in excellent condition. Additionally, two large
white oak trees are on the edge of the gravel parking lot to the immediate east of
the museum building. Despite the vehicular traffic in this area and reduced soil
volume, they are also in excellent condition. Preserving these unique and ecologically
important trees should be a priority of the campus redesign.
Another unique feature is a historic fountain structure that remains at the base of the
hill, surrounded by a small plaza at the Main St. entrance to the property. Though it
is no longer functioning, it provides another layer of history to the site and should be
highlighted in the campus redesign.
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Historical Land Use Change
Summary
The first available aerial image of the WKMA property was taken in 1995 (source:
Google Earth). In the years since then some of the land surrounding the site has been
developed or redeveloped. However, much has remained the same.
From the early 2000’s onward, there has been growth in residential lands surrounding
the property. An apartment complex was constructed north of the site sometime
after the first aerial image and was soon expanded to the west. Additionally, a few
of the lots to the west of the site were developed to include single-family homes.
South of the site, along Main St., several of the parcels were redeveloped to house
new commercial businesses, a change that is still occurring today. Along with these
changes came a redevelopment of Academy Dr. off of Main St. into an attractive
entryway for pedestrians and drivers entering the museum property. To the north of
the site, a large healthcare facility was constructed.
Much of the land around the museum parcel has also remained the same through
the years. The baseball fields to the north and east of the site have been maintained
and continue to receive heavy use. The general zoning and land uses around the
property have also remained consistent, with residential to the west and northwest,
recreational to the north and east, and commercial/business to the south.
These observations indicate to the design team how the land surrounding the
museum has changed over the years and legitimize the assumption that residential
growth may continue in the residential areas, and that commercial growth will
likely continue along Main St. Meanwhile, the park areas alongside the site appear
to remain stable amenities to the community. Due to this, any trails and features
introduced on the site should consider an increase in pedestrian and traffic flow from
the north and south and should respect the buffer between the museum property and
adjacent parks.
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2008 aerial image:
A. Expansion of apartment complex to
the north of the site
B. Addition of new single family homes
in neighborhood aligning site
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small shops) just south of site
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2015 aerial image:
A. Expansion of apartment complex to
the north of the site
B. Clearing of a parking area to serve
the ball fields north of the site
C. Construction of health facility to the
north of the site
D. Improvements to site entrance drive
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OVERALL TAKEAWAYS:
• Increased development along the properties bordering the site to the north:
Site masterplan should support increased connection to these adjacent
properties
• Opportunity to connect health facility to museum trails
• Need for pedestrian connection to new infrastructure along the entrance
• NO change to museum property
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GOALS FOR THE FUTURE: FROM THE TOWN OF ABINGDON COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
• Abingdon as: “Southwest Virginia’s capital for the arts, culture, and tourism.”
• “Diversity of economic, social, and recreation opportunities.”
• Residents have expressed a desire for more nightlife downtown and continued promotion
and expansion of the arts.
• Abingdon as a: “Premier leisure and adventure destination”
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INVENTORY
Surrounding Land Use, Circulation, and Parks
Summary
The design team also took into consideration the WKMA campus’s role within the
Abingdon park system. The proposed design has an opportunity to make use of
the forested areas on site, which is something not immediately available in the
surrounding park spaces. Due to its location on top of a hill, the property also has
unique views over the town and the region. Maintaining this view is critical to the
identity of the site. This campus also has a focus on the arts, a theme not present in
the other green spaces. Finally, it is essential to consider how this campus connects
to other green spaces from a pedestrian standpoint.
Land Use:
The WKMA property is located just off of the main business district of Abingdon. The
building itself can be seen atop of the hill by drivers and pedestrians passing along
Main St. Due to its central location, the museum is close to a variety of community
amenities and institutions: churches, schools, health centers, historical cemetery, and
recreation fields.
The site is a topographically prominent feature in Abingdon, with key views both
in and out of the site. The campus master plan design should consider how key
viewsheds will be impacted by the introduction of new site elements and explore ways
to draw people into the site off of Main St., particularly pedestrians and cyclists. The
aesthetics of the entrance off of Russell Rd. could also be improved.
Circulation:
The WKMA is accessible from both Main St. and Russell Rd. The intended main
entrance for both automotive and pedestrian traffic is from Main St. while bus traffic is
preferred to enter the site from Russell Rd.
By connecting to the nearby Urban Pathway trail system, WKMA could leverage the
increased pedestrian and bicycle traffic that now has safe access near the property.
Two possible connections from the Urban Pathway to the William King property
include a connector trail along either Fuller St. SW or Preston St. SW.
Surrounding Parks:
The historic Sinking Spring Cemetery, several recreation fields, historic green spaces,
the Abingdon Farmer’s Market, and small downtown pocket parks all exist within 0.75
mile of the William King property, or within about a 15-20 minute walk. These park
spaces differ in activity and timing of activity, value as a social space, and amenity.
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A. Sinking Springs Cemetery, Ray Petty and Latture Fields: Ball Fields and Historic Civil War era cemetery are
adjacent to the William King property. The Abingdon Town Planner has stated that the ballfields are being retained
as practice space. The Abingdon Town Planner also noted that a pedestrian connection through Sinking Springs
Cemetery to downtown would not be possible.
B. West Main Street Pocket Park: A small pocket park on the western edge of downtown Main Street. Connecting

to this space via Main Street or Russell Road would be the first step in extending the foot traffic from the historic
downtown district. This space is a greenspace buffer between William King and downtown Abingdon.

C. Abingdon Farmers Market: One of the most socially active spaces in all of Abingdon, central to the Urban

Pathway Trail initiative and the Virginia Creeper Trail Extension. The Farmers Market and the events held there heavily
contribute to the success of Downtown Main Street. Connecting to or creating a loop between William King, the Urban
Pathway, and the Farmers Market could draw walkers, runners, and tourists interested in seeing local landmarks.

D. Barter Green: Highly programmed space in the center of downtown Main Street. Active year round,
this space is private yet highly utilized by passersby as the central green space on Main Street.

E. Abingdon Historic Muster Grounds: Revolutionary War-era historic landmark. This site holds a

yearly reenactment frequented by locals and is the current western boundary of the Urban Pathway. The
Overmountain Victory Trail also terminates in this location. This historic trail has lost much of its footprint in
modern Abingdon but could have potential for a larger trail network in the future.

F. Veterans Memorial Park: A large, topographically intense, and fairly underutilized public park just

south of the Abingdon Farmers Market. Adjacent to a residential neighborhood, this site has the potential
to pull individuals and families into downtown and onto the Urban Pathway Trail system.
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ANALYSIS
Summary
Many opportunities were identified to diversify the uses and experiences across
the front lawn. Variations in slope allow for new amenities like a lawn event space,
amphitheater, and observation deck. Rerouting the current trail that travels directly
uphill from Main St. could not only improve the walking conditions, but also allow
visitors to experience other site features such as the shady cedar grove. There are
opportunities for providing access and encouraging exploration of the forested areas.
Additionally, many of the parking areas around the buildings lack formality. By defining
the edges and parking spaces within these lots, more cars may be able to park on
site while enhancing pedestrian safety.
The primary constraint of the site is the relatively steep topography across large
portions of the site. The steep topography limits uses that require flat or relatively flat
land such as vehicle travel lanes, walking trails, special events, or ADA accessibility.
Retaining walls, one common way to flatten land, can quickly become cost prohibitive,
restricting what activities can occur on the site.
Additionally, vehicle lanes are generally restricted to current locations without
substantial grading and earthwork. While walking trails can be routed through areas
of steep topography, special considerations must be given to overall gradient and
construction methods to avoid excessive erosion or wear on the trail surface.
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ANALYSIS
Soils
The primary soil type across the WKMA property is Frederick silt loam, a soil series
common on hills in southern Appalachian ridges and valleys. The profile of this soil
type includes a silt loam surface layer of less than 9 inches and then heavier clay in
the deeper layers. Frederick silt loam is considered a deep soil, well-drained, with
moderate shrink-swell potential. This type is well suited to a variety of land covers:
pasture, northern red oak and yellow poplar forest, and a variety of crops. Due to its
shrink-swell characteristics, special construction practices may need to be employed
to stabilize building foundations.
This information signifies that the landscape around the WKMA could be developed
into a variety of uses, as soil type is not a limiting factor. Additionally, drainage is not a
concern, so pooling is unlikely to occur in areas across the front lawn, unless the soil
is severely compacted or the storm event is significant.
Soil test results can be found in the appendix. The soil samples represent the
average soil characteristics within each sample area. Soil samples are taken from
depths ranging between 4-12”.
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ANALYSIS
Slope
Overall, the site has dramatic topographic relief. Open space within the property
exists primarily on medium slopes (8-15%). The flattest areas of the site include the
existing parking areas around the buildings, and the former Patch Whisky site. Alongside the flat expanse of the lower parking lot, however, steep drop offs into the forest
are present. The area of the front lawn to the east of the museum building is another
relatively flat area. All of these locations are well suited to remain as parking lots or
could also accommodate outdoor event spaces and ADA accessible trails.
Several areas of steep topography also exist. The woodlands, especially to the
northeast of the museum building, include very steep slopes that should be avoided in
development. The southeast corner of the front lawn also contains steep topography.
These areas could accommodate hiking trails but would not be suitable for many
other uses without substantial grading and stabilization.
The slopes in between steep and level are well-suited to a variety of features,
including medium-level trails, an amphitheater, and a sculpture garden.
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN CONCEPTS
Preliminary Design Concept 1
Design Description
Concept 1 uses site elements to frame views of the WKMA building. Elements on
the front lawn of the campus are arranged along an axis between the vehicular entry
off of Main St. and the Museum’s front (south) entrance, to highlight the building’s
architecture. Accessibility is enhanced by introducing trails with varying levels of
accessibility and difficulty. The first tier of trail includes an ADA accessible paved path
in close proximity to the building. The second is a medium difficulty trail in the middle
portions of the site. The third tier forms a challenging loop through the site’s forested
areas.

55

Parking and Circulation:
Parking is removed from the front (south) and back (north) of WKMA and consolidated
in the side parking areas of the site. This creates more space around the buildings,
creating room for a loop trail and improved accessibility to Museum entrances. This
also removes parked vehicles that impact the view towards surrounding mountains
and away from the museum’s entrance. The site’s existing lots are mixed between
paved and gravel area, with individual spaces unmarked. The proposed parking areas
are defined parking lots, with delineated pull-in spaces and travel lanes. Organizing
these parking lots with traditional striping improves parking efficiency while also
opening up space for paths and greenery around the building. While parking is
removed from the front of the building, the encircling roadway is maintained to allow
for a drop-off space at the Museum’s entrance. ADA parking is primarily consolidated
in the small lot to the immediate east of WKMA. A new ADA ramp in this location
provides access to both building entrances. A second ADA ramp is also proposed
alongside the lower parking lot (west of the buildings).
The triangular traffic island located behind the buildings (north) creates a difficult and
confusing driving condition for both cars and buses. In order to improve circulation in
this area, the island is absorbed into the lawn behind the new Center for Studio Art
and Education (CSAE) and a T-shaped intersection is created instead. Bus parking is
located along the two-way portion of Academy Dr. closest to the Russell Rd. entrance.
Pedestrian Paths and Trail System:
Space for an “upper trail” is created by introducing more formal parking areas and
narrowing the roads around the building to improve vehicle circulation. This ADAaccessible trail circles the building and includes gardens, sculptures, and seating
spaces right at the Museum’s front door. This trail also provides an accessible
connection between the parking areas and building entrances. An extension of
the deck on the western side of the CSAE is proposed to meet the upper trail and
improve accessibility to this building’s entrance as well.
The second tier of the trail system consists of trails across the front lawn of the site.
These trails range in accessibility, difficulty, and design. ADA accessibility is prioritized
in paths accessing the amphitheater and event spaces. The trails extending off of
these paved paths encourage visitors to explore other features of the lawn, such as
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN CONCEPTS
the unique white cedar grove, art displays, and wildflower plantings. Some of these
secondary paths are paved, whereas others are natural surface or mown trails.
The third tier of the trail system is the forest loop, a natural-surface path circling the
site and traversing the forested areas. This trail crosses steep topography in some
places and provides an opportunity for exercise and nature walks. It also includes an
opportunity to display sculptures along the trail. A small pavilion is located along the
eastern portion of this path and can be used for picnics or as an outdoor classroom.
Sculpture Garden:
In this design, the entire site is a sculpture garden. Sculptures are displayed on the
front lawn, along the forest paths, and at the Museum’s entrances. The positioning
of sculptures is especially important along the entrance path, weaving through the
lawn from the Main St. entrance to the Museum’s front door. The sculptures serve
as an anchor to this path, breaking up the current monotony of walking up the hill.
Sculptures are located along the meadow and forest paths in a “hide-and-seek”
fashion. Visitors come across “hidden” sculptures as they round a corner or descend
a hill while walking along the trails.
In areas where topography prevents stable installation, a new short retaining wall
creates a small level “landing” for the sculpture or as seating. A series of small,
curving walls along the front lawn slope provides visual interest while creating more
usable, flat space.
Amphitheater:
The amphitheater is located along the axis that extends from the WKMA front (south)
entrance to the Main St. entrance to the property. The amphitheater is located at a
certain distance down the hill from the museum so that it does not interrupt the view
from William King, over the hill and to the distant mountains. The sloped lawn behind
the amphitheater creates an informal seating area with views towards the stage,
creating a space that could support large crowds. An ADA accessible path is available
to all levels of the amphitheater.
Event Spaces:
The gently sloped portion of the front lawn to the east of WKMA is further leveled with
the addition of another short retaining wall, creating a lawn space for outdoor events.
The ADA accessible path to the amphitheater is extended to also reach this space.
The campus master plan, perspectives, and precedent images for concept 1 can be
found on the following pages.
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN CONCEPTS
Preliminary Design Concept 2
Design Description
The primary goal of this design concept for the WKMA campus was to diversify the
possible outdoor experiences within the grounds. A key element of this concept is
establishing an enhanced presence of the WKMA entrance and the Main St. entrance
corridor. Using pattern, planting, and diverse spatial conditions, this concept utilizes
the steep, open slopes of the site to create striking visual appeal from far away and to
encourage visitors to explore the grounds.
Main Street Plaza:
Located just off of Main St., a small plaza draws attention to WKMA and serves as an
introduction to the grounds. Pulling visitors off of Main Street and the nearby Urban
Pathway trail system into the site could help increase public use of the site and overall
visitation. During town events and festivals, a space close to Main Street would allow
Museum staff to set up a booth or tent so individuals do not have to hike to the top of
the slope. Visitors will be supplied with maps of the campus and the trail network as
well as information about the Museum. Connected to the small plaza is an existing
historical fountain. This fountain can be renovated as a supplemental interpretive
feature as visitors begin their journey up the hill using the new meandering walking
path.
Arbor Enhancement:
WKMA campus contains an impressive number of large, mature, and attractive
trees and is bordered by a dense wooded area. This wooded area acts as a buffer
between the site and the surrounding town. This concept further populates the interior
of Academy Dr. with large native trees in order to enhance the feeling of enclosure
that already exists in some areas on the site. Making the tree cover more dense on
the lower areas of the slope creates opportunities for nature trails within Academy
Dr. Open clearings along these trails provide diverse settings for both temporary and
permanent sculpture and art installations.
Meadow:
A patchwork of native ornamental grasses and wildflowers is proposed in the middle
portion of the front (south) slope below the main entrance to the WKMA. Branching
paths within this space lead to unique opportunities for art and sculpture installations.
A vast, visually striking swath of planting could serve as an inspiring destination for
artists, photographers, gardeners, pollinator and bird watchers, or anyone who enjoys
a pleasant walk in nature.
Terraced Patio Entrance:
Expanding the footprint of the Museum’s front entryway creates additional event
space directly associated with the formal entrance to the historic structure. Located
at top of the hill and at the building’s main entrance, the terraced patio has fantastic
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views of the entire site, the surrounding town, and mountain ridges in the distance.
Separating this entryway into successive terraces addresses the topographical issues
of this part of the site while also breaking the patio into separate, smaller spaces that
can be used for a variety of special events. Each terrace is accessible via a stairway
or an ADA ramp that travels across the slope, connecting with ADA parking in the
adjacent parking lot. Smaller events held within this space could be confined to a
singular terrace, creating a semi-private space. Larger events could span the entire
entry with separate functions belonging to each of the stepped terraces.
Parking and Circulation:
This concept focuses on refining existing parking lots as well as creating an additional
lot that addresses circulation issues behind the building by utilizing the footprint
of the former Patch Whisky building. The loop crossing in front of the building is
limited to create additional usable space for the main entrance while access to the
cargo elevator is retained. The lot directly to the east side of the museum structure
is designated as staff and ADA accessible parking while other existing lots will be
organized and optimized to increase the parking capacity.
The campus master plan and precedent images for concept 2 can be found on the
following pages.
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APPENDIX
Meeting Notes
Stakeholder Input Session
April 30, 2019; 11:00-1:30pm
Library, William King Museum of Art
415 Academy Drive
Abingdon, VA 24210
General
• Accessibility is a significant concern; Increased accessibility to the building
and the grounds is needed
Priorities (3 main issues of the site)
• ADA accessibility
• Entry sequence: connectivity, perceived barrier from Main St., need to draw in
pedestrians from Main St.
• Wayfinding
◦◦ “Museum is intimidating. How can we make it more appealing/
approachable?”
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Initial Design Ideas
• Event space
• Sculpture garden
• Sensory garden
• Amphitheater
• Outdoor workshops
• Environmental education
• Woodland paths (current paths are not well developed); woodland pavilion
• Blending art and nature
• Parking for buses and motor coaches
• Terracing of hilly landscape
• Community park-like campus
• Attracting pollinators and birds
Other Comments
• Pea gravel path is difficult to walk; remove metal edging
• Want school buses and motor coaches to be able to access the site. Right
now the roads are narrow, low hanging branches are an issue, the turns are
tight, and the parking is difficult.
• Connection to the urban pathway
• Playscapes/nature play
• Improving both entrances
• Multi-use pavilion that could be rented out
• Maintaining the view of Mt. Rogers that people gravitate to
c d community design
a c assistance center
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APPENDIX
Meeting Notes
Preliminary Design Presentation
June 12, 2019; 11:00-1:30pm
Classroom, William King Museum of Art
415 Academy Drive
Abingdon, VA 24210
Concept 1 Comments
• Bus parking behind the building may be the best location
• Prefer that buses can pull in front of the building to pick up/drop off
• Maintain a continuous loop around building
• Remove parking from in front of building and create a one-way road with dropoff
• Like the idea of sculpture play area behind building
• Like mixed use trails, especially the continuous “forest loop.”
• Like proposed event space locations
◦◦ May need a small retaining wall to level area
◦◦ Make access path wide enough for golf cart or small truck
◦◦ Small pull in for truck near event spaces
• Dislike pavilion location
Concept 2 Comments
• Leave historic fountain at Main St. entrance
• Love the observation deck proposed in the location by the lower parking lot
◦◦ Capture other views from the site, aside from the Mt. Rogers view
◦◦ Could double as an outdoor classroom spot
• Only one amphitheater necessary
• Like the idea of an entrance plaza with signage, maps, art display, etc.
◦◦ Along entrance off of Main St.
◦◦ Could include samples of some of the museum’s current exhibits
◦◦ A starting point for the trail system?
◦◦ Potential for parking?
• Include some car parking behind building
Additional Comments/Concerns
• Urban pathway connection located off of Russell Rd. or Fuller St. to avoid
pedestrian railroad crossing
◦◦ Connect via north side of Main St.
• Potential for small pull-off spaces directly off of entry drive
• Look at amphitheater design in more detail - power access, ADA access, stair
surface material, etc.
• How much parking now: ~90 spots; need at least 5 ADA spots at that number
◦◦ Each design proposes about 80 spots
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

◦◦ Need to include a little more parking, aim for about 100 spots
◦◦ Maintain quota
Consider turning radius for semi-truck that is accessing loading area
Front and back patios off of main building need access
Access CSAE through back patio of WKMA
Draw a cross section of the N-S axis of the hill to see if a roof over the
amphitheater would interfere with the view from WKMA
Potential to combine event space with amphitheater?
Potential to include permeable pavers in lower parking lot
Keep winding pedestrian path from Main St. entrance to building
◦◦ Include sculpture and places to rest
◦◦ Include signage
Investigate sculpture pad options
Consider formal vs. naturalistic tree plantings
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APPENDIX
Lab ID: 19-33752

2019-07-15

WASHINGTON / 191

Virginia Cooperative Extension
Soil Test Report

Virginia Tech Soil Testing Laboratory
145 Smyth Hall (0465)
185 Ag Quad Ln
Blacksburg, VA 24061
www.soiltest.vt.edu

Questions? Contact:
Washington County Office
234 West Valley Street, Suite B
Abingdon, VA 24210
276-676-6309

O
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N
E
R

C
O
P
Y

PROCTOR NICK

Sample

Field

ID

ID

SEE NOTES:

1 19

at www.soiltest.vt.edu under Report Notes

F
O
R

SAMPLE HISTORY
LAST LIME
APPLICATION

LAST CROP
Name

Yield

WK1

Months
Prev.

SOIL INFORMATION
SMU-1
%

Tons/Acre

---

SMU-2
%

SMU-3
%

Yield
Productivity
Estimate
Group

None
applied.

LAB TEST RESULTS (see Note 1)
Mg (lb/A)
Zn (ppm)
Mn (ppm)

Analysis

P (lb/A)

K (lb/A)

Ca (lb/A)

Cu (ppm)

Fe (ppm)

B (ppm)

Result

8

157

2412

250

22.3

17.4

0.7

5.2

0.6

Rating

L

M+

VH

VH

SUFF

SUFF

SUFF

SUFF

SUFF

Analysis

Soil
pH

Buffer
Index

Result

6.3

6.25

Est.-CEC
(meq/100g)

Acidity
(%)

Base Sat.
(%)

Ca Sat.
(%)

Mg Sat.
(%)

K Sat.
(%)

8.1

10.9

89.1

73.9

12.7

2.5

S.Salts (ppm)

68
Organic
Matter (%)

FERTILIZER AND LIMESTONE RECOMMENDATIONS
Crop: FLOWER GARDEN (211)

619. Lime recommendations: NONE NEEDED.
991. "Explanation of Soil Tests, Note 1" and other referenced notes are viewable at www.soiltest.vt.edu under Report Notes.
221. FERTILIZER RECOMMENDATIONS: Apply 4 lbs (10 cups) of 5-10-10 or 2 lbs of 10-20-20 per 100 square feet. For additional information
on fertilization, see Note 19.
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WASHINGTON / 191

Virginia Cooperative Extension
Soil Test Report

Virginia Tech Soil Testing Laboratory
145 Smyth Hall (0465)
185 Ag Quad Ln
Blacksburg, VA 24061
www.soiltest.vt.edu

Questions? Contact:
Washington County Office
234 West Valley Street, Suite B
Abingdon, VA 24210
276-676-6309
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Sample
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ID

ID

at www.soiltest.vt.edu under Report Notes

F
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R

Name

Yield

Months
Prev.

P (lb/A)

K (lb/A)

Ca (lb/A)

Result

6

217

2438

251

2.7

VH

SUFF

SMU-2
%

SMU-3
%

Yield
Productivity
Estimate
Group

None
applied.

LAB TEST RESULTS (see Note 1)
Mg (lb/A)
Zn (ppm)
Mn (ppm)

Analysis

SOIL INFORMATION
SMU-1
%

Tons/Acre

---

Rating

1 20

SAMPLE HISTORY
LAST LIME
APPLICATION

LAST CROP

WK2
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SEE NOTES:

17.9
SUFF

Cu (ppm)

Fe (ppm)

B (ppm)

0.5

3.7

0.7

L

H

VH

Analysis

Soil
pH

Buffer
Index

Est.-CEC
(meq/100g)

Acidity
(%)

Base Sat.
(%)

Ca Sat.
(%)

SUFF

Mg Sat.
(%)

SUFF

K Sat.
(%)

Result

6.3

6.25

8.3

10.8

89.3

73.4

12.5

3.4

SUFF

FERTILIZER AND LIMESTONE RECOMMENDATIONS
Crop: TREES. (246)

619. Lime recommendations: NONE NEEDED.
261. FERTILIZER RECOMMENDATIONS: See Note 20.
991. "Explanation of Soil Tests, Note 1" and other referenced notes are viewable at www.soiltest.vt.edu under Report Notes.
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Virginia Cooperative Extension
Soil Test Report

Virginia Tech Soil Testing Laboratory
145 Smyth Hall (0465)
185 Ag Quad Ln
Blacksburg, VA 24061
www.soiltest.vt.edu

Questions? Contact:
Washington County Office
234 West Valley Street, Suite B
Abingdon, VA 24210
276-676-6309
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WK3

Months
Prev.

SOIL INFORMATION
SMU-1
%

Tons/Acre

---

SMU-2
%

SMU-3
%

Yield
Productivity
Estimate
Group

None
applied.

LAB TEST RESULTS (see Note 1)
Mg (lb/A)
Zn (ppm)
Mn (ppm)

Analysis

P (lb/A)

K (lb/A)

Ca (lb/A)

Cu (ppm)

Fe (ppm)

B (ppm)

Result

3

118

1145

176

1.7

13.8

0.3

6.8

0.3

Rating

L-

M

M

H

SUFF

SUFF

SUFF

SUFF

SUFF

Est.-CEC
(meq/100g)

Acidity
(%)

Base Sat.
(%)

Ca Sat.
(%)

Mg Sat.
(%)

K Sat.
(%)

5.5

32.3

67.7

51.8

13.2

2.7

Analysis

Soil
pH

Buffer
Index

Result

5.8

6.10

S.Salts (ppm)

70
Organic
Matter (%)

FERTILIZER AND LIMESTONE RECOMMENDATIONS
Crop: LAWN MAINTENANCE - BLUEGRASS, FESCUE (202)

612. LIME RECOMMENDATIONS: Apply 100 pounds of agricultural limestone (ground, pulverized or pelletized) per 1000 square feet in several
small applications of up to 50 lbs each, at intervals of 1 to 6 months, until the full amount is applied.
991. "Explanation of Soil Tests, Note 1" and other referenced notes are viewable at www.soiltest.vt.edu under Report Notes.
206. FERTILIZER RECOMMENDATIONS: Apply a 2-1-1 ratio fertilizer (example of a grade to use is 16-8-8), according to the instructions in the
note on lawn fertilization.
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Virginia Cooperative Extension
Soil Test Report

Virginia Tech Soil Testing Laboratory
145 Smyth Hall (0465)
185 Ag Quad Ln
Blacksburg, VA 24061
www.soiltest.vt.edu

Questions? Contact:
Washington County Office
234 West Valley Street, Suite B
Abingdon, VA 24210
276-676-6309
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Sample
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ID

Name
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P (lb/A)

K (lb/A)

Ca (lb/A)

Result

2

67
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0.9

Rating

L-

L+

M+

M+

SUFF

Analysis
Result

5.8

6.15

SOIL INFORMATION
SMU-1
%

Tons/Acre

SMU-2
%

SMU-3
%

Yield
Productivity
Estimate
Group

None
applied.

LAB TEST RESULTS (see Note 1)
Mg (lb/A)
Zn (ppm)
Mn (ppm)

Analysis

Buffer
Index

at www.soiltest.vt.edu under Report Notes

F
O
R

---

Soil
pH

1 17

SAMPLE HISTORY
LAST LIME
APPLICATION

LAST CROP

WK4

71

SEE NOTES:

12.7
SUFF

Cu (ppm)

Fe (ppm)

B (ppm)

0.4

5.9

0.4

SUFF

SUFF

S.Salts (ppm)

SUFF

Est.-CEC
(meq/100g)

Acidity
(%)

Base Sat.
(%)

Ca Sat.
(%)

Mg Sat.
(%)

K Sat.
(%)

5.5

27.0

73.1

61.6

10.0

1.6

Organic
Matter (%)

FERTILIZER AND LIMESTONE RECOMMENDATIONS
Crop: LAWN MAINTENANCE - BLUEGRASS, FESCUE (202)

612. LIME RECOMMENDATIONS: Apply 90 pounds of agricultural limestone (ground, pulverized or pelletized) per 1000 square feet in several
small applications of up to 50 lbs each, at intervals of 1 to 6 months, until the full amount is applied.
991. "Explanation of Soil Tests, Note 1" and other referenced notes are viewable at www.soiltest.vt.edu under Report Notes.
205. FERTILIZER RECOMMENDATIONS: Apply a 1-1-1, 1-2-2 or 2-1-1 ratio fertilizer (examples of grades to use are 10-10-10, 5-10-10,
10-20-20, 16-8-8, etc.) according to the instructions in the note on lawn fertilization.
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APPENDIX
Case Studies
Summary
Two case studies were examined to explore how other museums on large campuses
utilize their surrounding landscape. These examples were selected primarily due to
their trail systems and methods of outdoor sculpture display.
The North Carolina Museum of Art, located in Raleigh, NC, includes a trail system
that uses the entire campus. The incorporation of trails and art into the meadow areas
of the site in this design inspired the idea of meadow plantings on the William King
museum campus.
Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art is located in Bentonville, Arkansas and is
another example of a museum with an extensive trail network. This design excels
at using topography and vegetation along trails to partially obscure sculptures,
creating an interesting and exploratory walk through the site’s native forests. Another
particularly memorable feature of this master plan includes a legible trail hierarchy,
and the use of nodes between trails as areas of concentrating seating and art display.
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STRENGTHS
Path variety: The paths make use of the entire museum site, traveling through
grasslands and forest, along bodies of water, and through garden spaces (Image
C)

D

WEAKNESSES
Meadow area: This area of the site is still underutilized, and feels vast and empty.
The museum could make better use of this area by incorporating ornamental
plantings and including more sculpture.
Common elements or themes: While there is a great variety, the trail areas do
not share any consistent features, nor is there a common theme to the different
landscape areas. Common elements such as furniture, lighting, similar materials,
signage, etc. could provide some consistency between site areas.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE WILLIAM KING MUSEUM OF ART
Use of clustered vegetation: The grove of white cedars and other clusters of
vegetation within the site should be areas of exploration and refuge. These areas
could be used as a backdrop to sculpture and seating overlooking the site.
The forest’s edge: The museum site is surrounded by forest fragments. To promote
exploration of these wooded areas, and allow these areas to feel more inviting,
they should be embedded with trails and art. Softening the forest’s edge with
plantings and art pieces may be one method of achieving this.

A

B

C

D

Massed planting: Massed ornamental grasses and grassland vegetation creates
a unique environment for sculpture display. Consider including massed plantings
in cleared areas to bring attention to space and vertical sculpture elements.

1 of 4
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April 30, 2019

B

Opportunity for exploration and discovery: Most of the site features cannot be
glimpsed in a single view. Therefore, when walking the trails, users have the
opportunity to explore new areas and discover new features. This is achieved by
how the trails utilize topography, and where clusters of vegetation are located.

Case Study
Appendixof Art, Raleigh, NC
North Carolina Museum
Case Study 1: June
North Carolina
Museum of Art
12, 2019

A

Framing of views: Resting and gathering spaces are located at points where
pleasant views over the site landscape can be found. For example, the pavilion
located within a cluster of trees offers views over the pond and wetland areas.
(Image D)
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Use of edges: Clumped tree plantings in the center of the site are used to form an
edge in an expansive, open landscape. Seating and sculpture are located along
these edges. Alcoves are created at the forest’s edge to create spaces for art
display and seating. (Images A & B)
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STRENGTHS

C
C

Trail variety and accessibility: The museum campus includes a huge variety of
paved trails, as well as some natural surface trails that cover the hilly portions of
the site. Nearly all of the paved trails are handicap accessible. The use of soft
switchbacks allows for these accessible trails to reach hilly areas. (Image A)

D

Primary trails vs. secondary trails: Primary trails are distinguished by impervious
surface, wider pathways, and inclusion of lighting and art immediately along the
trail. Secondary trails are dirt paths, and do not include lighting or art displays.
The secondary trails are intended for experiencing nature more so than art.

D

B

Opportunity for exploration and discovery: The museum campus is a very exciting
site to explore, with topography and vegetation obscuring many of the most
interesting art features. The trails that wind through the forest include displays of
sculpture at frequent intervals, and even unannounced elements such as small
forest pavilions, seating areas, and a cafe.

WEAKNESSES

E

Trail difficulty: The museum campus focuses on accessible trails and therefore
includes very few hiking trails or higher difficulty trails. Dirt trail connections could
be included between paved trails to offer a little more variety and opportunity for
physical challenges.
Interaction of trails and art: While many different art pieces are featured along the
museum trails, there is an opportunity to allow trail users to interact with art that
this site is not yet addressing. For example, pieces that allow users to play on,
walk through, etc.
Museum entrance: The main entrance to the museum for those driving to the site
features a blank concrete facade with little color or vegetation.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE WILLIAM KING MUSEUM OF ART
Sculpture display: Create display areas, or outdoor exhibition spaces, to showcase
art pieces. This may include creating level ground, planting colorful vegetation
around the exhibition site, and including seating nearby so that users can admire
the art.
Trail convergence: Make trails converge at destination points, and bring attention
to these areas.

A

Case Study 2: Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art
April 30, 2019

A

Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art, Bentonville, AR
Appendix
June
12, 2019

Detailing along trails: When the museum’s primary trails reach an art object,
discrete details are included to indicate a point of interest. An area planted with
flowers or ornamental shrubs, a bench alongside the trail, or a shallow rock wall
are all methods of directing attention. (Images C,D, & E)
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Trail convergence: When multiple trails converge on the site, an expanded landing
is used, often including seating or art display. These convergent areas often use
a different surface type to indicate an area of interest. (Image B)

Common features across landscape: The trails remain fairly consistent in surface
type and width. Small lighting features and benches are regularly placed along
the trail for safety and comfort.
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